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Abstract 
The process of designing this instrument have been divided into periods of gathering information, 

applying this knowledge in the form of analytical design, simulating the behaviour, analysing it, 

evaluating it and optimizing it. The output of this process is an instrument capable of resolving low 

energy ions to a high degree of detail in mass and charge.  

The Earth constantly loses matter, mostly in the form of H+ and O+ ions by outflow processes 

from atmosphere and ionosphere. These ions are cold but simulation measurements have suggested 

that this low-energy plasma will travel far out through the magnetotail lobes and feed the plasma 

sheet or escape beyond and just a few measurements have ever been made in this region. The 

quantification and insight of the loss processes of the Earths low energy ions are important for 

understanding the evolution of atmospheres on other celestial bodies. 

The combination of a top hat electrostatic analyser and a high mas resolution system enables the 

instrument to resolve low energy ions with a high degree of detail in mass and charge. The top hat 

electrostatic analyser acts as a filter that lets through the low energy ions of desired energy within a 

certain energy limit with the help of a guiding voltage. These ions are then timed inside a time of 

flight system that works by utilizing a linear electric field. The nature of this field makes the ion 

move in a predictable pattern according to the motion of a harmonic oscillator. This movement is 

beneficial because it renders the flight path of the ion independent of energy degradation and 

angular scattering common to conventional time of flight systems. The end result is a high mass 

resolution only dependent upon the flight time of the ion. 

The final instrument is 8 to 10 cm long, depending on the thickness of the lower MCP, and 4 cm in 

diameter. The geometric factor is ~1.09 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" for positive ions and ~1.11 ∙

10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" in total for both positive and negative ions. The mass resolution of the 

system is 50 !
∆!

 for lighter positive ions and 180 !
∆!
   for heavier ions such as oxygen. 
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Thesis Outline 
Chapter one consists of an introduction and some background to mass spectrometers and low 

energy ions. Chapter two mentions the requirements of the instrument. A survey of existing plasma 

instrument techniques is presented in chapter three together with theory and analytical design of the 

instrument. Chapter four is the numerical design and presents visual representation of some results 

while the main results is presented in chapter five with a discussion and conclusion. Chapter six 

contains the references. 
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1 Introduction  
Instruments such as mass spectrometers are used for in-situ particle and ion observations in space. 

Energetic rays and particles have been observed since the end of the 19th century. At first 

radioactivity of ground minerals was identified as the source of radiation, but it become clear with 

balloon experiments that there was also an energetic radiation from space. The instrument on board 

was an electroscope that discharged faster as the balloon ascended. The radiation was initially 

believed to be electromagnetic in nature, but during the 1930s, it was found that cosmic rays have 

to be electrically charged because they are affected by the Earth’s magnetic field, (Pfotzer, 1972).  

The advent of space age with the launch of SPUTNIK in 1957 and EXPLORER I in 1958 started 

the research of in-situ space plasma physics and the development for proper detectors. The Geiger 

counter instrumentation measurements on the Explorer satellite lead to the discovery of the 

enormous number of high-energy particles trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field, known as the Van 

Allen Radiation Belts. The existence of the solar wind was predicted in 1951 from remote 

observations of the inclination of the comet ion tails off the radial comet-Sun direction and the 

solar coronal source was modelled in 1958. But it was not before LUNIK II in 1960 and finally 

MARINER II in 1962 that the existence of the solar wind was proven by direct in-situ 

observations, (Porter, 2006).  

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, MS instrumentation underwent an evolution from complex, 

room-sized instruments to user-friendlier, bench-top equipment. These instruments were 

enthusiastically marketed and sold by a variety of instrument manufacturers. Recent research and 

engineering advances have led to further reductions in the size of mass spectrometers and resulted 

in the development of new ones. Although these miniaturized mass spectrometers have not been 

embraced by the major instrument manufacturers because of perceptions of limited markets and/or 

profit margins, the space community has supported their development because of its need for small, 

analytically powerful instruments to further its goals for the exploration of space, (Palmer, 2001). 

Particle space research is spanning the whole field of in-situ plasma observations and the 

exploration of planetary bodies including their magnetospheres, atmospheres and surfaces. The first 

generation of particle instruments focused mainly on the energy distribution of the ions and 

electrons in the space plasma. Todays flying mass spectrometers have mass resolutions resolving 

elements and isotopes. They also determine energy and charge of the particles, (Carlson, et al., 

1998).  

Besides mass spectrometer type instrumentation, other in-situ instruments measure the magnetic 

fields and waves in the space plasmas such as solar wind or planetary magnetospheres. These 

measurements are crucial for the interpretation and understanding of the observed ion and electron 

fluxes and their temporal variations.  
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A determination of the 3D distribution of mass and charge states often allows one to distinguish 

between different possible sources and sinks for the plasma and can provide information on the 

sources that is otherwise unobtainable. Measurements of the velocity space signatures of the 

various ion species present and their evolution in space and time provide valuable information on 

the physical processes affecting the plasma. A large effort has been directed toward the 

development of instrumentation that is capable of resolving different ion species and also suitable 

for space flight. For planetary magnetospheres, cometary physics, and remote Lunar observations it 

is desirable to fly extremely sensitive instrumentation with high mass/charge (m/q) resolution that 

is capable of measuring the energy and angular distributions of major and minor constituents over 

all directions of space, (Engwall, E., et al., 2009).  

In this chapter, the basic concept of space plasma measurements by mass spectrometry and the 

numerical methods to accurately simulate its expected behavior are presented.   
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1.1 Mass Spectrometry 
Space plasma measurements are conducted in a hostile, remote environment. The science of 

measurements gathered in space depends on instrument design and fabrication methods that are 

unique in experimental physics. The demand on instrument performance, including launch survival, 

years of unattended operation and a hostile environment all place severe constraints on the design, 

materials and electronics. When all the demands are meet the success of the instrument can be 

guaranteed.  

Recent years have witnessed significant progress on the miniaturization of mass spectrometers for a 

variety of field applications. Its main focus is on the two most common space-related applications 

of mass spectrometers, studying the composition of planetary atmospheres and monitoring air 

quality on manned space missions. Both sets of applications present special requirements in terms 

of analytical performance, logistical considerations and deployment in perhaps the harshest of all 

possible environments, (Brandt, 2002).  

Mass instruments developed specifically for space applications or uniquely suited to these 

applications are based on nearly every type of mass analyser. These include time-of-flight, 

quadrupole arrays, ion traps, and cylindrical ion trap mass spectrometers. In addition to the main 

space applications, mass spectrometers have also been used for other specialized space-related 

applications. These include the analysis of human breath to study the effects of microgravity on 

respiratory function, testing for propellant leaks prior to launches of the Space Shuttle and 

validating the performance of trace contaminant removal in advanced life support systems, 

(Palmer, 2001).  

Space represents perhaps the most challenging environment and instruments intended for planetary 

missions will be subjected to radiation, large variations in temperature and pressure, and the 

corrosive effects of molecular oxygen, radicals, and other species in upper atmospheres. For 

applications internal to a spacecraft, the instrument often must operate in a complex atmosphere of 

trace organic contaminants and high levels of water, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and methane, 

(Palmer, 2001).  

Protons, electrons and molecules, with a whole spectrum of ionized states, also make up the space 

plasma environment, which the instrument operates in. Measurements of the ion composition and 

charge states are used to identify plasma sources and provide essential information about the source 

region. To identify the composition and charge states of the space plasma a combination of 

electrostatic deflection, post acceleration and time of flight are used. Ions with a specific kinetic 

energy, mass and charge enter the electrostatic analyser that serves as energy per charge filter and 

UV trap. The analyser allows only ions around a given energy per charge to enter the post 

acceleration and time of flight. In time of flight the speed of each ion is determined by measuring 
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the travel time between the carbon foil and the stop surface. With the knowledge of energy per 

charge and flight time the mass per charge of the ion can be extracted.     

1.2 Low Energy Ions 
The Earth constantly loses matter, mostly in the form of H+ and O+ ions by outflow processes 

from atmosphere and ionosphere. These ions are cold but a number of simulations measurements 

have suggested that this low-energy plasma will travel far out through the magnetotail lobes and 

feed the plasma sheet or escape beyond. Flowing ions with energy between around 20 and 300eV 

have been detected with the Polar spacecraft as far as 9.5 Earth radii. Larger studies in situ of low-

energy ions in the magnetotail have been rare due to spacecraft potential shielding effects. At the 

very lowest ion energies, just a few measurements have been made in the magnetotail. With 

spacecraft in eclipse, low-energy ions have in some cases been found to coexist with the hot plasma 

sheet population. Quantification and insight of the loss processes of the Earths atmosphere and 

ionosphere are important for understanding the evolution of atmospheres on other celestial bodies, 

(Engwall, E., et al., 2009). 

1.3 Numerical Simulation  
An essential task before the development and testing of an instrument is the numerical raytracing or 

simulation using computer simulation programs. Raytracing offers an efficient means of iterating 

an instrument design while learning its characteristics, optimizing its particle throughput, 

determining a geometric factor, and assisting in the interpretation of the calibration data.  

The requirements for the ion source for simulation are a monoenergetic and monodirectional ion 

beam with a cross-sectional area sufficient to completely illuminate the aperture. With these 

criteria, each component of the geometric factor can be simulated: the energy range, the azimuthal 

response, the elevation angle response, and the effective area. The iterative opportunities that 

simulations provide are particularly helpful for today’s complex analyzer designs. 
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2 Requirements 
In this chapter the main requirements of the system will be presented in regard to several design 

factors. 

2.1 Design Requirements 
The design requirements are dependent on the plasma being investigated by the instrument. With 

the plasma instrument the aim is to make accurate 3d scans of the low energy plasma.  

2.1.1 Energy Range 

Cold ions with eV energies are common in the magnetosphere and interplanetary space. A preset 

requirement for the instrument was to have an energy range from 0.1eV to 100eV. This 

requirement sets limits on the possible geometries of the instrument but also on electrical 

characteristics such as sweeping voltage. Measuring energies in this range is challenging due to 

that the spacecraft potential is often several thousands of volts. Therefore, the instrument would 

preferably be located far from the satellite main body and the spacecraft potential would have to be 

considered. Controlling the potential on the sensor itself helps counteracting the effects of 

spacecraft charging on the instrument and enables it to reach low potentials (approx. 0V). This 

would be easiest to execute when the spacecraft is out of sight of the sun. 

The energy resolution of the instrument should be in the range of 15-20%. The reason for a large 

energy resolution is that a large geometric factor is needed to perform the precise mass resolution 

measurements wanted with a good time resolution. The number of energy steps will decrease with 

a wider energy resolution and this will have a positive effect upon the dead time of the instrument 

due to the time required to change the potential of the instrument. Instruments with a narrow 

energy resolution tend to be expensive, labour extensive, have a small geometric factor and slow.   

2.1.2 Angular Resolution 

Since the goal of the instrument is to make high mass resolution 3d measurements the angular 

resolution should not be too small. Since the instrument should be quite small this will result in a 

very large azimuthal resolution. The maximum azimuthal resolution should therefor be less than 30 

degrees and the elevation should be less than 12 degrees. This results in a large field of view that is 

suitable for 3d plasma measurements.     
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2.1.3 Arcing Considerations 

Due to that the instrument will be small and handle high electric potentials the risk of arcing is 

always present. Applying a design requirement upon the instrument however will lessen the risk of 

arcing. It was advised by Dr. Asamura Kazushi that this limit should be 1000V/mm. 

2.1.4 Size Restraints 

The instrument should be small, approximately less than 4cm in diameter excluding electronic 

boards. The small size of the instrument will limit the geometric factor somewhat. 

2.1.5 Mass Resolution 

Mass resolution is defined as !
∆!

 where m is the mass of the ion, and ∆! is the spread in mass of 

the recorded ion. ∆! is the width of an individual peak at half the height and the bigger the 

number, the skinnier the peak.  Mass resolution gives information about one peaks ability to hide 

another one underneath it. The higher mass resolution, the larger is the probability of two resolved 

peaks in the spectrum. 

The mass resolution should be high, minimum of 50 for high-resolution ion measurements.   
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2.2 Summary of Design Requirements 
Table 2-1 Summarised requirements table 

Design Parameter Design Requirement 

Energy Range 0.1eV – 100eV 

Energy Resolution 15-20% 

Angular Resolution Less than 12 degrees  

Arcing Constraints 1000V/mm 

Size Constraints 4cm in diameter 

Minimum mass resolution 50 !
∆!

 

 

With these design requirements a design of the instrument is possible through theoretical 

calculations and simulations to meet these requirements. 
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3 Analytical Design 

In this chapter the main analytical design of the instrument will be discussed and the choices made 
to define its geometry. 

3.1 Ion Filtering Techniques 
Ion filtering techniques employ applied electric or magnetic fields to divert an energy or mass 

range of particles to the detector. Information is also gathered through dynamic properties and 

measurement of the detection time i.e., the ions are filtered temporally. While other techniques of 

space plasma measurements is made to minimize the influence on the plasma of interest, ion 

filtering intentionally create a controlled environment about the plasma.   

3.1.1 Magnetic Filtering 

Analysers that utilize a magnetic field or a combination of electric- and magnetic field are 

discussed in this subchapter. There are mainly two types of techniques that can be addressed to this 

specific topic, the magnetic momentum analyser and the Wien filter. The magnetic momentum 

analyser applies a magnetic field over a curved channel to select ions of a certain momentum per 

charge. The basic expression of the motion of a charged ion in a homogeneous magnetic field, B, is 

! = !!  ×  !       (3.1.1.1) 

where F is the force experienced by the ion perpendicular to v and B.  Equating this with the 

centripetal force on the ion gives 

!"
!
= !  ×  !       (3.1.1.2) 

where R is the radius of curvature for the ion in the magnetic field. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-1 Magnetic momentum analyser (Caprioli, 1995). 
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Wien filters employ a similar principle but here both a magnetic- and electric field is used together 

with a straight path. By configuring the field such that the Lorentz force is zero and that the 

velocity is perpendicular to the magnetic field lines the velocity is 

! = !/!       (3.1.1.3) 

 for homogeneous fields, (Brandt, 2002). 

3.1.2 Quadrupole Analyser 

The quadrupole analyser consists of four parallel rods. The rods are electronically biased with an 

RF frequency superimposed over a DC voltage. Aligned rods share the same charge and adjacent 

rods are biased in respect to each other. Only ions travelling in between the rods with the correct 

mass per charge are detected at the end of the setup. By varying the DC, AC or the RF frequency a 

mass per charge profile can be generated, (Miller et al., 1986).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3-2 Quadrapole analyser (Miller et al., 1986). 
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3.1.3 Retarding Potential Analyser 

The retarding potential analyser utilises perpendicular electrostatic fields to filter a subset of ions. It 

does this by two retarding grids in from of the detector. One grid is biased to repel electrons and the 

other is initially grounded but incrementally increases in voltage until no ions are detected. The 

derivative of the signal as a function of repelling voltage is related to the energy per charge of the 

plasma.  

! !!"# = ! !
!

= − !"
!!!"#

  ! !"!!!!    (3.1.3.1)   

The retarding potential analyser requires differentiation of the signal that increases noise, (Ya-li, et 

al., 2012).   

   

Figure 3-3 Retarding potential analyser (University of Texas, 2008). 
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3.1.4 Electrostatic Analyser 

This type of analyser works in a similar manner as the magnetic filtering that it selects a range of 

ions to guide through a physical path to reach a detector. Unlike the magnetic filtering this is done 

with an electric field. A known voltage is applied to two conducting parallel plates to create an 

electric field. An often-used design is parallel-curved plates with a radius r. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just as the magnetic filtering the centripetal force and the electrostatic force have to balance each 

other in order for the particle to pass.  

!!!

!!
= !" = !!      

 (3.1.4.1)  

→ !
!
= !

!
!!!       (3.1.4.2)  

!!  is the radius of the ion path and W its the kinetic energy, (Brandt, 2002). 

Electrostatic analysers have over the years evolved into several different designs to include angular 

measurements and increased resolution. These new types include the radial cylindrical analyser, 

axial focusing cylindrical-mirror analyser, hemispherical analyser, toroidal analyser and the top hat 

analyser. Electrostatic analysers can be combined with mass spectrometers to provide velocity 

distribution measurements within the field of view.  

 

  

Figure 3-4 Electrostatic Analyser (Caprioli, 1995). 
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3.1.5 Time of Flight Spectrometer 

This technique measures the time of flight for an ion between to points that gives the velocity. The 

time of flight is measured by letting the particle pass through a thin foil from which secondary 

electrons are emitted and detected by an MCP. The stop pulse is given in a similar way by 

secondary electrons has the ions impact on the stop MCP. Masses with the same energy W travel 

with different velocities due to the change in mass. 

! = 2! !        (3.1.5.1) 

With the time of flight for an ion over a distance (d) described by 

! = ! !
2!      

 (3.1.5.2) 

and with a combined electrostatic analyser this yields 

!
!
= 2 !

!

! !
!

 .     (3.1.5.3) 

It is therefore very advantageous to couple a time of flight spectrometer to a electrostatic analyser, 

(Brandt, 2002). 
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3.1.6 A Summary of Ion Filtering Techniques 

A summary of the above mentioned techniques are described in the table below. 

Table 3-1 A summary of filtering techniques 

Technique Measurement Description and Issues 

Magnetic 

Filtering 

Momentum per charge or momentum -Requires a magnetic field 

-Becomes fairly large with magnet 

Quadrupole 

Analyser 

Mass per charge -Quite complex 

-Complex electronics 

Retarding 

Potential 

Analyser 

Energy per charge distribution -Quite simple design 

-Requires integration of signal 

Electrostatic 

Analyser 

Energy per charge 

Angular distribution 

-Fairly simple 

-Can be combined with time of flight 

Time of flight Mass per charge 

Velocity distribution 

-Simple design 

-Requires accurate electronics 

 

With the advantage of angular resolution and the simplicity of combining an electrostatic analyser 

to a time of flight system this is the choice for the instrument. The simplicity of the design will also 

shorten the development time for the instrument. The simplicity will make the various changes in 

parameters easy to observe and correlate to changes of output. 
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3.2 Electrostatic Analyser 
Numerous geometries for the electrostatic analyser exists and the desire for increased energy 

resolution, angular distribution and increased field of view have driven this change. The top hat 

analyser is one of the later designs of this device and it boasts with large geometric factor and 

superior angular resolution. 

3.2.1 Theory of Operation 

The electrostatic analyser consists of two concentric hemispherical electrodes, the outer of which 

has a central hole, through which ions are admitted, covered by the 'top hat' and collimator. Ions 

arriving from any azimuth angle and within the elevation field of view of the collimator pass under 

the 'top hat' and are deflected through the central hole in the outer hemisphere by a negative 

potential on the inner hemisphere. The electrostatic field between the hemispheres deflects ions 

having energy in a particular range such that they travel between the electrodes. Ions with energies 

outside the selected range are captured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3-5 Top hat electrostatic analyser, (Carlson, et al., 1998). 
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By varying the electrostatic potential between the hemispheres of the electrostatic analyser, the 

energy of the ions selected by the filter can be changed. The voltage applied to the inner 

hemisphere is varied and the number of counts per sample interval is recorded to give an energy 

spectrum for the incoming ions in each sector, (Carlson, et al., 1998).  

3.2.1.1 Analyser Constant 
The most important design factor is the Analyser constant. It is defined as the ratio between the 

channel radius and the channel width and is equated from equation 3.1.1.2. 

! = !!!!!
!

→ !
!
= !

!
!!! =

!
!
!!!!!
!

!! =
!
!
!!
!
!∆ =

!
!
!!∆    (3.2.1.1.1) 

The channel radius is simply the average of the inner and outer surface elements for the channel. 

This constant is related to the energy to voltage ratio, energy resolution, physical size, and 

selectivity of the instrument. The energy to voltage ratio is determined by equating the necessary 

amount of force to deviate the ion into this curved path. When the gap distance is smaller in respect 

to the channel radius, 1<K, the electric field can be assumed to be uniform between the two 

surfaces, (Carlson, et al., 1998).  

The above equation shows the simple relationship between energy per charge, analyser constant 

and the applied voltage. If the inner plate is held to a negative potential to detect positive ions and 

the outer plate to ground an electrostatic filed has been formed. The linear function between inner 

voltage and energy per charge indicates that there is no theoretical lower bound for the energy 

range. For lower energies a small analyser constant is desired concerning only the above-mentioned 

equation. However, accurate power supplies are needed to maintain the energy resolution 

throughout the energy range, (Carlson, et al., 1998).     

3.2.1.2 Aperture Size 
Ions that enter the top hat aperture are turned at a radius Rp due to the electric field generated 

between R3 and R1. As the electric field is approximately half the gap this makes Rp twice as large 

as R2, (Carlson, et al., 1998). The centre of curvature for this ion is not the same as the curvature 

for the instrument curvature. To determine the optimal aperture angle the trajectory of an ion is 

followed so that it touches the front lip of the top hat plate and follows the outer radius of the gap.  

From this one can show: 

2!!!"#$ = !! − ! = 2!! − a 

!"#$ = 1 −
!
2!!

 

!"#$~1 −
1
2
!! 

→ !~ !
!!

      (3.2.1.2.1) 
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3.2.1.3 Geometric Factor and Focusing 
The Geometric factor describes he total acceptance of the instrument in velocity space volume. The 

Geometric factor can be thought of as an integration of the instruments instantaneous effective 

collection area, energy resolution and angular resolution. Since the top hat analyser is very similar 

to the quadrispherical analyser a similar formulation can be used for determining the sensitivity of 

the top hat analyser, (Carlson, et al., 1998). A derivation of the product of the velocity per charge 

and elevation angle acceptance yields a weighted average: 

!"
!
!" = !

!
!
!!

!
!"!! !"#!!

!
!
!
+ !"# !"#!!

!
   (3.2.1.3.1) 

 
With the assumption that the collected area is 2/3 of the projected area over 360 degrees, the 

following estimation of the geometric factor is produced. 

!" ! = 2! !
!
!!2!" 2 !"

!
!"     (3.2.1.3.2) 

Assuming that the angle is small and combining above equations with 3.2.1.2.1 and setting R1~Re 

and R2~Re yields: 

!"(!) ≈ 18.74 !!!

!!.!
    (3.2.1.3.3) 

This shows that the sensitivity of the instrument is highly dependent on the analyser constant. For a 

large geometric factor K shall be small which means a large channel width in comparison to 

channel radius. 

Two major effects affect the focusing of the top hat. It is the combined effect that the total field 

strength is reduced because of the increased gap but that the curvature of the field is greater 

because of the geometry of the boundary conditions. The results of these effects are that the angular 

focused is shortened on a spherical top top-hat analyser. The flat top that will be used by this 

instrument provides a longer focal distance. The combination of reduced field curvature in the top 

hat region and the intrinsic astigmatic response of the geometry places the average focus beyond 90 

degrees.  This is highly advantageous for coupling to a time of flight system, (Carlson, et al., 1998).  

The focusing properties of the top hat will be evaluated during the numerical analysis. 

3.2.2 Analytical Design of the Electrostatic Analyser 

Determining the optimal design for the instrument largely rely on the pre-mentioned requirements.  

With the energy range from 0.1eV and the minimum voltage being 0.1-0.01V this gives the 

analyser constant that can be retrieved by using equation 3.2.1.1.1. 

!
!
= !

!
! → !.!!"∙!

!!"∙!.!!
= ! = 2  
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With the analyser constant the basic size of the instrument can be realized. With a maximum size 

restrained to 3.325cm in diameter with a wall thickness of 6.75mm (4cm), dictated by the 

requirements, gives: 

!! +
!
!
= !.!"#

!
= !! +

!!
!∙!

→
!.!"#
!

!!!!
= !! ≈ 1.33!"   → ! ≈ 0.67!"  

!~ !
!!
   = !

!!!!/!
= 0.45!"# ≈ 25.71°  

For the energy resolution to be preserved a narrow ending of the channel would be needed. The 

choice of implementing a narrow ending is dependent on data from the numerical simulations on 

MCP size, ion tracing inside the channel and effects of the narrow ending on the focusing of the 

electrostatic analyser. Therefore this cannot be addressed in the analytical design.  

With the newly acquired physical size of the instrument the geometric factor may be approximated 

by equation 3.2.1.3.3. 

!" ≈ 2.93  !!!  !"#  !"  

The above number is calculated over the entire channel width that will not be the case during the 

numerical simulations. The real value with the slit will probably be 100 times less. Due to the large 

channel width the energy resolution will be very large and will have to be restricted by using a slit.  
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3.2.3  Summary of Electrostatic Analyser Characteristics 

The values of the approximated sizes and values are summarized in table below. 

Table 3-2 Summation table of Analyser Characteristics 

Channel radius 1.33 cm 

Channel width 0.67 cm 

Aperture angle 25.71° 

Voltage range 0.1-100 Volts 

Analyser constant 2 

Geometric factor 2.93/100=0.0293 cm! str eV 
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3.3 Time of Flight 

The time of flight system for the instrument is not only dependent on size but also on performance 

of the system. The sought after system is a high sensitivity high mass resolution electrostatic 

analyser. To meet the demands of the high mass resolution a alternative time of flight system will 

be used that will increase the length of the system compared to traditional time of flight systems. 

The longer length of the instrument together with its small radius will yield desired effects of this 

technique and will provide very high mass resolution but yet with a small size. 

3.3.1 Theory of Operation 

The high resolution ion measurements are made by timing ions reflected in a linear electric field, 

where the restoring force that the ion experiences is proportional to the depth it travels into the 

linear electric field region. The ions equation of motion is that of a simple harmonic oscillator and 

its travel time is simply proportional to the square root of the ions mass per charge.  

3.3.1.1 The Harmonic Oscillator 
The technique is based on the motion of ions in a cylindrical symmetric device with an axial linear 

electric field. In a linearly increasing electric field, where z is the axial direction, the force acting to 

retard the motion is proportional to the depth the ion has travelled into the field. 

! ! =   −!z  

!" = !   !
!!
!!!

→ −!"# = !   !
!!
!!!

  

The above equation is simply a harmonic oscillator and the trajectory of charged particles are given 

by: 

! = ! sin !" + ! ,!ℎ!"  !! = !"/!  

The solution to the above equation if the ion entering the device at z=0 and returns to z=0 level 

when: 

! = !
!
= ! !

!"
  

Since the time is independent of launch direction and ion energy extremely high mass per charge is 

possible by measuring the particle bounce times in the linear electric field. Ideally, mass resolution 

is only limited by timing but in practice resolution is also limited by nonlinearities in the field, 

(McComas, et al., 1990).  
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3.3.1.2 Cylindrically Symmetric Linear Electric Field 
In a griddles axial linear electric field the potential can be calculated from the cylindrically 

symmetrical form of the Laplace equation: 

!
!
!!
!"
+ !!!

!!!
+ !!!

!!!
= 0  

Where Φ is the potential as a function of radial and axial location. To produce a linearly increasing 

field !
!!
!!!

 must be constant and it must be balanced by the other terms of the equation.  Near the 

symmetry axis where r is small this term is balanced by !
!
!!
!"

.  

However, away from the axis an increasingly radial electric field is necessary to balance the z 

directed linear electric field, (Yokata, et al., 2004).  This effect can be seen when solving the 

Laplace equation by: 

!
!
!!
!"
+ !!!

!!!
+ !!!

!!!
= 0 = !

!
!
!"

  !
!
!!
!"

+ !
!!

!!!
!!!

+ !!!
!!!

= ∇!Φ  

With the system being axisymmetric and !
!!
!!!

= !. 

!
!!

!!!
!!!

= 0  

!
!
!
!"

  !
!
!!
!"

= −!  

!
!"

  !
!
!!
!"

!" = −!"  !" = −! !
!

!
+ !  

!!
!"
= !!"

!
+ !/!  

Φ r = −k !
!

!
+ !"# ! + !  

At r=0 Φ is a finite i.e. A=0. 

Φ r = −k !
!

!
+ !  

Applying the boundary values that at the surface of the cylinder,  !!, the potential is fixed Φ! at that 

depth. 

Φ !! = −k !!
!

!
+ ! = Φ(z)  

! = Φ! +
!!!!

!
  

→ Φ r = !!
!
!! − !!! + Φ(z)    (3.2.1.2.1) 
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This shows that the field cannot be entirely linear, but the field can be very close to linear if r is 

small and Φ(!) is much larger than the rest of the terms. With the relation between k, Φ(!) and r 

the physical size and voltages of the system can be retrieved. The total depth is given by: 

 !
!!
!!!

= ! → Φ z = !!!

!
+ Φ!     (3.2.1.2.2) 

By combining these, the potential with regard to z and r can be deduced. 

Φ z, r = !!
!
!! − !!! + !!!

!
+ Φ!     (3.2.1.2.3) 

 Where Φ! is the starting voltage of the linear electric field. 

3.3.2 Analytical Design of the Time of Flight System 

To achieve a high mass resolution the linearity of the field must be maintained and it is crucial that 

the field is most linear at the turning points of the ions. To maintain linearity the starting voltage 

must be large enough to suppress the radial component. 

Φ z = 0, r = !!
!
!! − !!! + Φ!   

To find the maximum depth of the ions equation 3.2.1.2.2 was used together with the energy per 

charge of the ions after post acceleration. 

Φ z = !!!

!
+ Φ! =

!!!

!
+ !

!
!!! = !

!
+ Φ!""  

→ ! = 2 !!""
!

+ !
!"
− !"

!
!!!      (3.3.2.1) 

From the above equation there is an obvious relation between accelerating voltage, k and starting 

voltage. If the starting voltage is to high the ion will be reflected instantaneously. The linearity of 

the instrument increases the deeper into the linear electric field the ion traverses. The linearity of 

the field is described by: 

! !,! !! !,!!
! !,!!

       (3.3.2.2) 

The relation between these constants and linearity form a complex relation. Therefore, a MATLAB 

program was written to evaluate the trade-offs between these parameters and to establish a physical 

size. The parameters k and acceleration voltage was varied while r was set to 1.5 centimetres to 

match the physical parameters of the electrostatic analyser. The maximum voltage of the time of 

flight system was set to 500 volts. High voltages inside the instrument can lead to arcing, high 

energy consumption and unwanted shifts in the electric field inside the instrument. With the 

voltage set to 500 volts one can see from Figure 3-6 how the voltage affects the design.   
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Figure 3-6 Voltage and geometrical dependencies upon the design. 

From Figure 3-6 the design relations with k can be observed. A large k value gives a small 

instrument with a short flight time and a smaller difference in length for respective energies. The 

differences in length for varying energies between 0.1-100eV are quite small and can therefore be 

neglected. According to this figure a high k value is wanted for the maximum voltage of 500.  

A closer look at Figure 3-7 reveals the linearity of the system. Vdiff is a measurer of the linearity of 

the field in percent. From this one can observe that the linearity of the system worsens with higher 

values of k that is indicated by the colours as the previous Figure 3-6.  The linearity of the system 

is an important factor when designing a high mass resolution system. The relation between mass 

resolution and linearity together with random ion effects are quite complex and will be studied with 

the help of numerical tools. 
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3.3.3 Summary of the Time of Flight Characteristics 

The values of the approximated sizes and values are summarized in table below. 

Table 3-3 summary of TOF characteristics 

Radius 1.5 cm 

Length 5cm-3cm 

Linearity  10-20% 

Voltage  -500 to 500 Volts 

k value 10! – 2 ∗ 10! 

 

  

  

Figure 3-7 Linearity of electric field lines in comparison to k. 
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3.4 The Complete Analytical Model 
The analytical model consists of an electrostatic analyser, two MCPs, carbon foils and a linear 

electric field. The complete system functions by letting an ion of the appropriate energy through the 

analyser and to subsequently accelerate it towards the carbon foil. The appropriate energy that is 

sent through is largely dependent upon the voltage of the inner sphere of the instrument that alters 

the path of the ion. The ion reacts with the carbon foil and emits electrons that traverse across the 

linear electric field and are picked up by the lower MCP. The ion is reflected in the linear electric 

field and is picked up by the upper MCP, see Figure 3-8.  The MCP voltage is set to correlate to its 

nearest LEF element 500 or -500 volts. The carbon foil will act as post acceleration and is set to -

500 volts. The distance between the analyser and carbon foil is determined by the azimuthal angle 

response that will be evaluated with numerical tools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Ion trajectories inside the analytical model. 
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3.4.1 MCP 

MCPs are small resistive glass tubes that generate an electron cascade through secondary electron 

production. MCPs consist of an array of microscopic glass tubes, hexagonally packed and sliced as 

thin wafers. The wafers are treated by high temperature reduction in a hydrogen atmosphere to 

produce a resistive coating along the microchannels, and the top and bottom surfaces are 

metallized. MCPs were developed for use in night vision equipment by the military, but have 

subsequently been replaced by CCD technology in most military applications. MCPs are still 

readily available and provide compact front-end particle or photon detection with a high signal to 

noise ratio allowing individual event counting.  

For ions, the number of secondary electrons produced by the initial particle depends on mass. For 

example, oxygen will typically produce several times the number of initial secondary electron as 

compared to protons. Therefore the pulse height distribution for oxygen is generally shifted to 

higher total charge over that of protons in MCPs that are not fully saturated. If the MCP bias 

voltage for an ion detector was selected using an oxygen beam, one could find the efficiency for 

proton detection was significantly degraded. Therefore it is important to test MCPs with different 

species in order to characterize the instrument.  

3.4.2 Carbon Foil  

Carbon foils are used for measuring particles of lower and medium energy. The carbon foil should 

be of the appropriate thickness (100Å). A too thin carbon foil would result in a significant 

reduction in the efficiency of secondary electron production for the START signal, while a too 

thick carbon foil does not increase the secondary electron emission significantly, but adds to the 

straggling. Start electron and this stop pulse provide the ion's TOF. 

It is important to note that the foil affects the charge state of the ions, most ion species become 

neutral in their transit through the foil. The consequence of the majority of the particles leaving the 

foil as neutrals is that only a fraction of the incident ions are analysed with the high mass resolution 

LEF technique. However, since the neutrals are unaffected by the electric fields, they pass straight 

through the LEF region and hit the lower MCP. These provide ordinary linear TOF and if Duty 

cycles are sufficiently low, and TOFs short enough, then there is essentially no confusion between 

electron start and neutral stops on the same MCP.  
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4 Numerical Design 
In this chapter the numerical design in the aspects of methodology and simulations will be 

discussed and how it has affected the design of the instrument.  

 

4.1 Numerical Method 
The method used to define the characteristics of the instrument is that of comparing multiple 

variables to each corresponding value. This method is time consuming due to that each parameter 

of the system must be modelled to each other. The main benefit of this technique is that it gives 

great insight to the properties of each parameter of the system, which is good for first time 

designers. The software used to aid in this task is described below in detail and is a raytracing 

software based on runge-kutta. 

 

4.1.1 EMSIM 

EMSIM is a library to support calculations of electric/magnetic fields and particle trajectories and 

is developed by Yoichi Kazama at National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan. The libraries are 

written in C++ and STL, and are user-extensible by means of the object-oriented way. Calculation 

in EMSIM is made in a 3D simulation space using geometry definitions and gridded field data. 

Since geometry definition has surface information, EMSIM is suitable not only for charged-particle 

tracing but also for photon tracing including reflections. 

CYLTRACE is another library derived from EMSIM, which is specialized in gridded electric 

potential data in cylindrical coordinates. Trajectory calculation is done only with potential field 

data that already include geometry information. Therefore calculation is expected to be faster than 

EMSIM since collision detection is much simpler than that in EMSIM. 

EMSIM and CYLTRACE share the same philosophy of programing, but the code sets are totally 

independent, although some of files are identical. 

In order to calculate trajectories of particles, one first defines the structure of an instrument by 

creating a geometry definition file, in which the volume definition commands are used. Then 

electric potential and/or magnetic field are calculated by applications, e.g., CalcPotential. Finally 

particle tracing is made by user-written programs by Tracer::Tracer() function provided by the 

library. 
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In the EMSIM case, a user program first defines SimSpace and loads a geometry definition file and 

a potential/magnetic field file into SimSpace. Then the program calls Tracer() to calculate a 

trajectory, see Figure 4-1. 

The CYLTRACE library, on the other hand, uses PotentialArray instead of SimSpace. A user 

program defines PotentialArray and load potential field data into the class. Note that the geometry 

definition (volume) file is not needed at this stage, since the geometry information has already been 

included in the potential file. Tracing a trajectory is made by Tracer::Tracer(), similar to the 

EMSIM case.  

A particle trajectory is calculated in the Tracer::Tracer() function as follows: 

1. Check collision. CollisionCheckFunc() is called. If true, return with InitiallyInsideVolume 

2.Check out-of-bound. CheckOutOfBound() is called. If true, return with InitiallyOutOfBound 

3. Initialize.InitializeFunc() is called. If true, return with ReturnByInitializeFunc 

4. Forward one step 

5. Check collision. CollisionCheckFunc() is called 

2. If detected, CollisionFunc() is called. If true, return with CollisionDetected 

Figure 4-1 Description based models and their relation to the simulation 
environment. 
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6. User interrupt . EarlyInterruptFunc() is called . If true, return with ReturnByEarlyInterruptFunc 

7. Check out-of-bound. CheckOutOfBoundFunc() is called . If detected, OutOfBoundFunc() is 

called. If true, return with OutOfBoundDetected 

8. User interrupt. LateInterruptFunc() is called. If true, return with ReturnByLateInterruptFunc 

9. Gotostep4 

One can override the functions shown below to modify the calculation loop. One first must create a 

new class derived from Tracer, then override the functions. Tracer::Tracer() returns to its caller if 

those functions return true. 

4.1.2 Instrument Geometry Definition 

The geometry of the Instrument was defined in a definition file that was written in C++. In order to 

specify a volume and its location within the simulation space a combination of preset volumes was 

used, see Figure 4-2. To call these preset volumes a volume command was needed. 

@volume(id, property, V, mu, Brx, Bry, Brz) { <solid> [& <solid> ...] } 
id: 32-bit ID 
property: @solid, @transparent, @virtual, or @nonexistent V: voltage  
mu: relative permeability Brx, Bry, Brz: remanence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Firstly the volume need a id to assign the volume to a specific criteria such as being a mesh, MCP, 

carbon foil etc. These id:s are assigned in the header file. The property of the volume can either be 

solid, transparent, virtual or nonexistent. The volume and transparent properties are obvious but the 

virtual is used only if the volume needs a specific criteria to be enabled e.g. a mechanical device. 

Figure 4-2 Pre-set volume definitions. 
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The nonexistent is used if a vacuum is to be employed with a specific shape inside the geometry. If 

the volume is to be used as an electrode or anode the voltage of the volume can be set. The relative 

permeability of the volume can be set and then the rest of the slots are used for future 

improvements of the program.  

After the calling of the volume a solid definition is needed. Here pre-set definitions or user created 

definitions can be used. The pre-set definitions are plane, cylinder, sphere, cone, torus and 

cylindroid.  

@plane(px, py, pz, nx, ny, nz)  
@cylinder(px, py, pz, nx, ny, nz, r) [r>0:inside, r<0:outside]  
@sphere(px, py, pz, r) [r>0:inside, r<0:outside]  
@cone(px, py, pz, nx, ny, nz, th) [|th|<pi, th>0:inside, th<0:outside]  
@torus(px, py, pz, nx, ny, nz, r1, r2) [always r1>0, r2>0:inside, r2<0:outside]  
@cylindroid(px, py, pz, nx, ny, nz, r1x, r1y, r1z, r2) [r1:semi-major axis, r2:semi-minor radius] 

n = (nx, p = (px,ny, nz) : a normal vector that points outward from the volume  
p = (px,py, pz) : a vector that specifies the volume position 

In the program commonly used ready to use geometry and constant definitions are preexisting for 

easy geometry creation. Among these are pi, plate, pipe, disk etc. 
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4.2 Numerical Design of the Electrostatic Analyser 
The main parameters of the electrostatic analyser system and its implication on the design with 

regard to the numerical tools at hand are discussed in this chapter.  

4.2.1 Geometric Factor 

Taking the product of the ranges of parameters varied in the simulation and multiplying these by 

the fraction of ions detected computes the geometric factor. This gives an overall estimation of the 

sensitivity. The technique effectively integrates the analysers’ response over each of the parameters 

varied. Equation 4.2.1.1 describes this in detail. 

!" ! = !"##$%%&"'  !"#$%&!'"(%)
!"#$%  !"#$  !"#$%

!
!
2! !"# e!!"# − !"# !"!"#

∆!
!!"#

∆!∆!  (4.2.1.1)   

The first factor represents the fraction of ions detected from the simulation and basically describes 

the transmission of the instrument. The factor of one half describes the cosine losses of a particle 

flux on the instruments effective detector surface, (Sullivan, 1971). The next factor represents the 

full azimuthal field of view. This converts the two-dimensional response into a three dimensional 

one. Thereafter is the sine difference of the maximum and minimum elevation angles. The final 

two factors represent the normalized energy range and the area where ions are flown covering the 

effective collection area.  

The electrostatic analyser was designed in mind to provide a large geometric factor within a 

specific energy range. The large geometric factor is needed for the time of flight system to be 

sensitive enough for fast measurements. The design and simulation philosophy was firstly to 

establish which parameter of the design that had a largest impact upon the geometric factor. 

According to equation 3.2.1.3.3, which estimated the sensitivity of the electrostatic analyser, the 

geometric factor of the system is only dependent upon the radius and the analyser constant. With 

the analyser constant and radius being approximately the same during the numerical simulations, 

see chapter 4.2.5, these major factors can no longer be manipulated to yield a larger geometric 

factor.  

This leaves the aperture angle, collimator gap and the exit slit. The exit slits implication on the 

Geometric factor is major but the effects of it will be discussed in chapter 4.2.2. The exit slit was 

set to a permanent value to evaluate the effects of the collimator gap and aperture angle.  

A sequence of simulations was performed and the results from these can be seen in Figure 4-3. 

During these simulations the truncation angle was set to zero to provide maximum geometric factor 

and the correct value of the truncation angle is determined by the focusing of the time of flight 

system. The simulations show that the aperture angle has a larger implication on the geometric 
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factor than the collimator gap when the collimator gap is as large as the channel width. This 

coincides well with Carlson that mentions that the maximum geometric factor is realized when 

entrance aperture is at least as large as the analyser plate gap. Carlson also mentions that larger 

values are undesirable since they provide no significant increase in geometric factor, (Carlson, et 

al., 1998). The value of phi that provided maximum geometric factor differed from the analytical 

value. This is due to nonlinearities of the electric fields inside the electrostatic analyser and shifts in 

electrostatic fields. The nonlinearities of the field are to be expected since the analytical model did 

not take it into account. The accelerating voltage of the carbon foil close to the electrostatic 

analyser exit causes the shift in electrostatic potential. These two effects together shift the curvature 

of the ions inside the analyser. 

  

Figure 4-3 Geometric Factor vs Aparture angle and Collimator gap. 
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4.2.2 Angular and Energy Resolution 

Due to the large channel radius of the analyser it will be restricted with an exit slit to lower the 

energy resolution. Where to place the slit and how wide it shall be depend upon the ion flight paths 

and required energy resolution. The flight paths of the ions as seen in Figure 4-4 are mostly near 

the inner curvature of the analyser. This area would yield a better transmission of ions, which is 

wanted for the electrostatic analyser. The slit is preferably positioned in this specific area. The slit 

compromises of an inner and an outer slit-plate and the inner plate and outer plates voltages 

correlates with the nearest channel wall. This means that the inner plate voltage will vary together 

with the inner sphere voltage. The effects of the voltage correlating to the energy resolution will be 

discussed in 4.2.3. The angular and energy resolution has a close relation to each other through 

several parameters. The varying of the exitslit and collimator opening both affected the energy 

resolution and elevation angle. 

  

Figure 4-4 Ion trajectories inside the Electrostatic Analyser. 
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Varying the thickness of the lower collimator changed the collimator opening. The upper plate 

could not be changed due to that the correct position of the upper plate has already been 

established. The approach to fulfil the requirements was to first establish the collimator opening 

with a assumed exit slit width that would yield the correct elevation angle and then vary the exit 

slit. In practice there existed two solution to fulfil the requirements, either have a wide opening for 

the collimator with a very small exitslit or a smaller collimator opening and a wider exitslit.  A 

wide collimator opening and a small exitslit yield a bad angular resolution and affects the 

geometric factor greatly because of the tiny exit slit width needed to maintain the energy resolution 

(0.3mm). The restricted collimator opening and wider exitslit proved to be the obvious solution 

with a greater geometric factor and better angular resolution.    These simulations can be seen in 

Figure 4-5.  

 

Figure 4-5 Elevation angle and energy resolution dependencies. 

As discussed earlier there exists a correlation between elevation angle and energy of the detected 

ions. This correlation exists for all top hat analysers. Since the correlation is within the resolution 

of each of these parameters, the relationship does not affect these parameters individually. Figure 

4-6 is a testament to the similar characteristics the instrument share with other analysers. 
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Figure 4-6 Analyser response. 

 

The large aperture angle that was established with the geometric factor gives a very large azimuthal 

resolution. The azimuthal resolution of the system will be restricted by the TOF segment of the 

instrument and will be discussed further in  4.3.1.     
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4.2.3 Top Hat Voltage Correlations  

By varying the voltage of the inner electrode of the electrostatic analyser only ions with specific 

energies can enter. The range of possible voltages is 0.1 to 1000 volts with regards to arcing 

considerations and possible lower bound. The analyser constant proved to be much lower than the 

value determined by the analytical design. This shift is accredited to the placement of the exitslit. 

By placing it near the inner electrode the effective mid energy is shifted to a lower value and this in 

turn gives the lower analyser constant. This was expected with the placement of the exitslit and is 

advantageous for measuring lower energies. In Figure 4-7 the analyser constant is compared to the 

voltage range of the system. Below one volt the analyser constant shifts to a higher value. This shift 

is brought on by the high voltage of the carbon foil that attracts the low energetic ions further up 

the curvature of the analyser. The analyser constant is otherwise linear over the voltage range, 

which is desirable.  

 

Figure 4-7 Voltage relations. 

 

The geometric factor depends upon the energy of the recorded ions as seen in 4.2.1. With the 

energy shifting with regard to the voltage so will the geometric factor as seen in Figure 4-8. The 

geometric factor is larger at lower voltages than higher voltages. The high voltage of the carbon 

foil cause the shift in analyser constant and brings on this difference. The energy resolution of the 

system is affected by this and yields a lower resolution at 0.1-2 volts (0.07eV - 0.96eV). Above 2 

volts the system has a resolution of 20-14.26%.  
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Figure 4-8 Voltage vs Geometric factor. 

 

4.2.4 Summary 

Table 4-1 Summarized table for the Electrostatic Analyser 

Analyser Characteristics  Physical dimensions  

Geometric Factor 1.15 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" Exitslit width 1mm 

Energy resolution  

0.1-2 Volts 

42% to 20% Aperture angle 35 degrees 

Energy resolution 20% to 14.26% Collimator gap 6.67mm 

Elevation resolution 12 degrees Collimator thickness 3.5mm 

Azimuthal resolution 30 degrees Analyser Constant 0.48 
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4.3 Numerical Design of the Time of Flight System  
The main parameters of the time of flight system and its implication on the design with regard to 

the numerical tools at hand are discussed in this chapter. 

4.3.1 Focusing 

The first step in the numerical design of the TOF system was to establish the length between the 

carbon foil and the analyser. This distance functions as post acceleration region and for focusing 

the azimuthal angles onto the carbon foil. The most critical aspect of this distance is the azimuthal 

footprint on the carbon foil. A misplaced foil-distance leads to diverging peaks in the azimuthal 

resolution that results in a lower resolution. Varying the depth of the carbon foil with regard to the 

analyser exit and recording the azimuthal response yielded the proper distance. The distance affects 

other aspects of the design process such as the MCP size and total length of the system.   

With the proper length established the thickness of the carbon foil had to be evaluated. The 

thickness of the carbon foil could in the simulations be varied by in steps by 2.5nm to a minimum 

thickness of 5nm. With the thickness set to 5nm most of the lighter ions penetrating the foil could 

exit the foil and produce secondary electrons. The heavier elements such as oxygen proved to have 

a bad transmission through the foil. The oxygen ions that passed through the foil had to little 

kinetic energy left to reach the proper turning point in the TOF system. This resulted in oxygen 

ions flying in unpredictable patterns and thus could not be used for mass analysis. Applying a 

larger post acceleration voltage and relinquishing the requirement for a maximum voltage of 500 

solved the issue. The larger the voltage the easier it would be for heavier ions to penetrate the 

carbon foil. The carbon foil was set to 5nm and the voltage was set to 4000 volts because of the 

arcing constraints over the length. With a higher voltage the TOF system voltage had to be 

increased, this will be discussed in chapter 4.3.2. 

To get a high sensitivity an approach with a focusing system was tried out. The system worked by 

having electrostatic plates aligned after the carbon foil to focus the ions into the region with the 

highest transmission. The problem with this setup was that for the ions to be properly focused over 

a small distance of plates a very high voltage was needed (10-20kV). Another problem with the 

focusing plates was that the added length greatly decreased the size available for the MCP. The 

remaining solution was to discard the focusing plates in favour for a shorter system. With a shorter 

system the ions would not be as defocused as they would be over a larger distance. The carbon foil 

but also the non-linarites in the linear electric field causes this defocusing of the ions.  

To gain the maximum transmission for the ions that traverse the turning region, as seen in Figure 

4-10, the proper focusing angle for the electrostatic analyser had to be determined. The simulation 

was carried out by varying the angle and recording the geometric factor for the ions that hit the 
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MCP for the system with the length described in chapter 4.3.2. This will be discussed further in 

chapter 4.3.2. 

The path of the ions, neutrals and electrons can be seen in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10, Figure 4-11.   

 

Figure 4-9 Neutrals and negative ion trajectories. 
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Figure 4-10 Positive ions trajectories. 
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Figure 4-11 Secondary electron trajectories. 

 

The reflected ions that hits the upper MCP proved to have different azimuthal and angular 

resolution, see Figure 4-12. This difference is brought on by the small turning region of the LEF 
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TOF system that acts as a filter for the wider angles of the azimuthal and angular resolution. This in 

turn affects the geometric factor of the high mass resolution part of the system.  

 

 

Figure 4-12 Upper MCP response compared to Electrostatic Analyser response. 
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4.3.2 Mass Resolving 

With a new maximum voltage of 4000V the length of the instrument change, but most importantly 

the voltage rate of change. The rate of change of the voltage is crucial for the path length of the 

traversing ions and contributes to the accuracy of the instrument. With a higher voltage in the 

system a higher rate of change is possible while maintaining linearity. This is because the width of 

the instrument is narrow in comparison to the voltage applied and this constitutes to a small change 

of voltage over the width.  

An important factor in establishing the length of the instrument is the flight path of the neutrals and 

negative ions. The flight path straight across the instrument must be long enough to at least resolve 

the difference between oxygen and nitrogen neutrals. With oxygen having a relative atomic mass of 

16 and nitrogen a relative atomic mass of 14 gives a difference of 2. With a fluctuation of +- 2 

gives 16 divided by 4 that give a minimum mass resolution of 4.  

With a higher voltage rate of change the instrument is shortened. The minimum ion mass resolution 

requirement restricts the voltage rate of change due to its impact on the mass resolution of the 

system. The highest rate of change possible for the system to comply with this requirement was at 

! = 12 ∙ 10!. This gives a total length according to 3.2.1.2.2 as approximately 3.65 cm. A short 

length of the system also provides a larger geometric factor and a shorter length for the ions to be 

defocused.  

  

 

Figure 4-13 Hydrogen time response. 

  

The mass resolution for hydrogen at ! = 12 ∙ 10! is approximately 95!" 2 0.52!" + 0.42  !" ≈

50, see Figure 4-13. This mass resolution is high enough to distinguish between elements, ions and 

isotopes. The mass resolution for heavier elements is even better due to the longer flight time 

395!"
2 0.66!" + 0.40  !" ≈ 184, see Figure 4-14. The effects of lower or higher energies of 
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the ions had little effect upon the mass resolution of the system and this specific mass resolution 

was performed at an accelerating voltage of 4000 volts, energy of 50eV and forementioned 

parameters on instrument size. The effects of pressure broadening of the heavier elements such as 

oxygen are quite small for the resolved ions, which increase the mass resolution for these elements. 

As described in the theoretical section, mass analysis using the flight time of positive reflected ions 

by the LEF has higher resolution because the flight time is independent of the energy degradation 

and angular scattering.    

The mass resolution for the hydrogen neutrals is 50!"
2 1.6!" + 0.42  !" ≈ 12 and 

190!"
2 16.67!" + 0.42  !" ≈ 5.5 for the oxygen neutrals. The effects of pressure broadening is 

clearly noticeable on the mass resolution on the oxygen neutrals. 

 

Figure 4-14 Oxygen time response. 

 

The linearity of the LEF at ! = 12 ∙ 10! is according to 3.3.2.2 is 25 percent. This shows that the 

linearity of the system is not as a major factor to the mass resolution of the system as previously 

thought. The greatest effect upon the mass resolution is the path length of the ions, more precisely 

the length of the instrument.  

4.3.3 LEF Element Spacing 

The size and number of elements of the LEF system was largely dependent upon the arcing 

considerations for the instrument. The number of elements was established in consideration to 

space in-between each element and its size. The largest difference in voltage is between the MCP 

and the lowest LEF element. This difference is 1,25kV and would need a gap of 1.25mm and the 

gap to the next element would most suitable be 1mm due to a difference of 1kV. This leaves a 

element of approximately 0.7mm in thickness. An element thinner than this would be hard to 

produce and implement in a instrument and it is thus impractical to have more than 12 elements. In 
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the simulations the effects of varying the gap distance between each element was tried out but 

concluded to have little or no effect if the gaps was sufficiently small. Therefore no further 

consideration was taken into account for the gap distance between each element and it was set to a 

static value of 0.4mm.  

4.3.4 MCP Size 

The LEF consists of one upper MCP for high-resolution measurements and a lower MCP for 

negative ions and neutrals. The lower MCP size is largely restrained by the physical width of the 

LEF system. The lower MCP could be made smaller than the width of the instrument without 

losing to much sensitivity because the major particle flux is concentrated to the center of the 

instrument.  

The upper MCP width is constrained by the placement of the carbon foil and the flight path of the 

ions. The upper MCP is charged to the same potential as the carbon foil and the upper ring of the 

LEF system. This helps to not disrupt the field lines inside the instrument. With the MCP charged 

to a large voltage this attracts positive ions and therefore with a large enough width the initial flight 

path of the ions could be affected. By varying the width of the MCP and the recorded ions upon it 

the maximum width could be attained. The location of impact upon the various sensitive surfaces 

of the instrument can be seen in Figure 4-15. 

 

Figure 4-15 Positional response from MCPs and carbon foil. 
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4.3.5 Summary 

Table 4-2 LEF Summarized characteristics and Physical dimensions. 

Characteristics  Physical dimensions  

Total Geometric Factor  ~1.11 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" k value 12 ∙ 10! 

Geometric Factor positive ions ~1.09 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" Upper MCP radius 0.7cm 

Mass resolution Proton  50  !
∆!

 Focusing angle 11 degrees 

Mass resolution HeliumP 115 !
∆!

 Length of LEF 3.65cm 

Mass resolution OxygenP 184 !
∆!

 Width  1.8 cm 

Mass resolution Neutrals and 

negative ions for H, He & O  
14.5, 12.37, 5.56 !

∆!
 Carbon foil thickness 5nm 

Post Acceleration length 4mm 
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5 Results 
The final results of the simulations and analytical work can be seen in the table below. A further 

discussion on the final results is available in the next subchapter. 

 

Table 5-1 Final results 

Analyser Characteristics  Physical dimensions  

Energy resolution  

0.1-2 Volts 

42% to 20% Aperture angle 35 degrees 

Energy resolution  

above 2 Volts 

20% to 14.26% Collimator gap 6.67mm 

Collimator thickness 3.5mm 

Elevation resolution 12 degrees/10 degrees Analyser Constant 0.48 

Azimuthal resolution 30 degrees/20 degrees k value 12 ∙ 10! 

Total Geometric Factor  ~1.11 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" Upper MCP radius 0.7cm 

Geometric Factor positive ions ~1.09 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" Focusing angle 11 degrees 

Mass resolution Proton  50 !
∆!

 Length of LEF 3.65cm 

Mass resolution HeliumP 115 !
∆!

 Width of LEF 1.8 cm 

Mass resolution OxygenP 184 !
∆!

 Carbon foil thickness 5nm 

Mass resolution Neutrals and 

negative ions for H  
14.5 !

∆!
 Post Acceleration length 4mm 

Mass resolution Neutrals and 

negative ions for He  
12.37 !

∆!
 Acceleration Voltage 4000V 

Mass resolution Neutrals and 

negative ions for O  
5.56 !

∆!
 LEF Base Volt 4000V 

Exit slit width 1mm 
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5.1 Discussion 
The resulting instrument has a sufficient geometric factor that will enable the instrument to perform 

accurate measurements of its surroundings. The instrument also has capabilities to measure the 

neutrals and negative ions emitted from the carbon foil. The instrument is intended to be operated 

in the energy spectrum of 0.1 to 100eV but can be used for energies up to 480eV. This upper limit 

is restrained by the arcing considerations for the instrument. The higher energy measurements can 

act as a complement to the low energy data to form a broad complete picture of the low energy 

spectra of the environment.  

The energy resolution is approximately 20 percent over the whole range except for energies below 

one electron volt. These very low energies have a worse energy resolution than the higher energies. 

To enable this energy region to be resolved with 20 percent the exit slit of the instrument would 

have to be minimized to very small widths (0.2mm). Such a small exit slit width would have a 

profound effect upon the geometric factor of the system and would probably render the instrument 

useless. A design chose was made to worsen the energy resolution in the range below two volts to 

enable the instrument to have a uniform energy resolution and a larger geometric factor over the 

larger portion of the energy range. The lowering of the analyser constant would probably have an 

effect to yield a more desirable value for the energy resolution but this would constitute to other 

problems such as small room for the MCP and probably a worsened geometric factor.  

The azimuthal resolution of the system is limited to 20 percent for the positive ions and 30 percent 

for the neutrals and negative ions. These differences in resolution were brought on by the small 

turning region of the positive ions acting as a filter for the broader azimuthal angles of the system. 

By dividing the MCPs into sectors of 20 and 30 degrees the relation between the filtered particles 

and the ionized particles of the carbon foil can be studied further.  

The angle of the carbon foil was set to the same angle as the focusing/truncation angle. During the 

simulations the carbon foil was tilted to separate angles differing from the focusing/truncation 

angle to evaluate if there would be any beneficial effects of this change. The difference in 

alignment only caused non-predictable behaviour in the particle trajectories and did not have any 

beneficial effects for the system. The angle was set to coincide with the focusing/truncation angle 

that would yield a better response.  

The length of the collimator of the top hat analyser was varied during separate simulations. The 

results from these simulations yielded a small difference in elevation angle and geometric factor 

that was negligible. As long as the collimator length was longer than the radius of the electrostatic 

analyser no beneficial effects were found. 

The defocusing of the LEF and the carbon foil was a constant issue during the simulation process 

for this part of the instrument. With a much longer instrument length the geometric factor for the 
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upper MCP was basically non-existent. To design an instrument with larger mass resolutions than 

this instrument leads to a much larger instrument that would need a focusing part with large 

voltages of 10-20kV. These very large voltages would severely complicate the design process with 

consideration to the arcing requirements and energy requirements for such an instrument. The mass 

resolution for this instrument is large enough to identify isotopes of oxygen with a certainty of 90 

percent.  

The suggested electronics for the system can be divided into two main groups, high voltage power 

supplies and digital electronics to handle the instrument operations. The high voltage supplies 

would be laid out on round boards in the cylindrical sensor part of the instrument. The high 

voltages would be achieved by transforming an input voltage of approximately 25 V to 500 V, and 

subsequent chains of diode-capacitor voltage multipliers would raise the voltage further. The 

instrument would have three separate high voltage power supplies. Two supplies are dedicated to 

bias the front side of the MCPs, while the other one supplies all other high voltages as fixed raw 

voltages. These raw voltages are then regulated by the use of high voltage opto-couplers. 

The electrostatic analyser can be stepped between 0-1kVto an accuracy of 0.015 V using a 16-bit 

D/A-converter. A high accuracy at low voltage settings would be achieved with a 16-bit D/A-

converter connected to the outer ESA hemisphere to step the lower energy range in regard to the 

disturbance on grounding by the spacecraft potential.  

The post-acceleration voltage is taken from the high voltage supply and set to the desired voltage 

using an opto-coupler.  

The digital electronics would performs the following main functions: 

• Reading data from the buffered sensor memory to the CPU and processing the data. 

• Feeding the processed and formatted data. 

• Receiving commands on the serial interface. 

• Controlling the high voltage power supply settings and monitoring voltages and 

temperatures. 
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5.2 Conclusion 
The design process for this instrument have been spread over six moths as a part of a master thesis. 

The work have been divided into periods of gathering information, applying this knowledge in the 

form of analytical design, simulating the behaviour, analysing it, evaluating it and optimizing it.  

Time was also given to learn the simulation software, which proved to be a large and time-

consuming ordeal.  The output of all this work is an instrument capable to resolve low energy ions 

to a high degree of detail in mass and charge.  

The Earth constantly loses matter, mostly in the form of H+ and O+ ions by outflow processes 

from atmosphere and ionosphere. These ions are cold but simulation measurements have suggested 

that this low-energy plasma will travel far out through the magnetotail lobes and feed the plasma 

sheet or escape beyond and just a few measurements have ever been made in this region. The 

quantification and insight of the loss processes of the Earths low energy ions are important for 

understanding the evolution of atmospheres on other celestial bodies. 

Combining a top hat electrostatic analyser with a high mas resolution system enables this 

instrument to resolve these ions. The top hat electrostatic analyser acts as a filter that lets through 

the low energy ions of desired energy within a certain energy limit with the help of a guiding 

voltage. These ions are then timed inside a time of flight system that works by utilizing a linear 

electric field. The nature of this field makes the ion move in a predictable pattern according to the 

motion of a harmonic oscillator. This movement is beneficial because it renders the flight path of 

the ion independent of energy degradation and angular scattering common to conventional time of 

flight systems. The end result is a high mass resolution only dependent upon the flight time of the 

ion. 

The final instrument is 8 to 10 cm long, depending on the thickness of the lower MCP, and 4 cm in 

diameter. The geometric factor is ~1.09 ∙ 10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" for positive ions and ~1.11 ∙

10!!  !"!  !"#  !"/!" in total for both positive and negative ions. The mass resolution of the 

system is 50 !
∆!

 for lighter positive ions and 180 !
∆!
   for heavier ions such as oxygen. 
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5.3 Notes for Further Development 
The simulations done on this particular instrument is done on the constituents of hydrogen oxygen 

and helium. More detailed simulations on further elements are needed to evaluate the response of 

the instrument over the whole range of possible ions. This would constitute to adding these 

elements permanently to user written programs for EMSIM and Cyltrace.  

The effects of UV suppression would have to be simulated to determine its photon sensitivity. 
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7 Appendix A 

7.1 File GATELEF.h 

 
#define InnerShellVolt -10 
#define ExitSlitVolt   0. 
#define    GateVolt        -50. 
#define    AccVolt            -4000. 
#define LEFbaseVolt        -4000. 
#define LEFReflectVolt         4000. 
#define MCPVolt            -4000. 
 
#define    LEFRingNum        12 
 
#define LEFRingVolt_Step 12*pow(10.,6.)*0.5*pow(0.003042, 2.) 
//#define LEFRingVolt_Step    83.3333 
#define AccBaseVolt        -200. 
#define    TOFDefVolt1        AccBaseVolt - 300. 
#define    TOFDefVolt2        AccBaseVolt 
 
#define LEFRingVolt1    (LEFbaseVolt) 
#define LEFRingVolt2    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step) 
#define LEFRingVolt3    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(2., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt4    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(3., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt5    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(4., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt6    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(5., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt7    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(6., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt8    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(7., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt9    (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(8., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt10   (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(9., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt11   (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(10., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVolt12   (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(11., 2.)) 
#define LEFRingVoltLast (LEFbaseVolt + LEFRingVolt_Step * pow(12., 2.)) 
 
#define OuterShellID      6 
#define InnerShellID      2 
#define UpperCollimatorID 3 
#define MIDWINDOWID       4  
#define MCPID             5 
#define    LEFBID            1  
#define MCPMESHID           7 
#define    MESH1ID                9 
#define    FoilID                10 
#define    MESH3ID                11 
#define ExitSlit1ID          12 
#define    Slit2ID                14 
#define    GateID                15 
#define    AccID                16 
#define    LEFRingID            17 
#define    ENVELOPEID            18 
 
#define    AccBaseID            31 
#define    AccRingID            32 
#define    AccRingLastID        33 
#define    AccRingMeshID        34 
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7.2 File GATELEF1.def 
#include "BasicVolumes.h" 
#include "GATELEF.h" 
 
#define TorusShellCenteredZ(R, r2, r1) \ 
    @torus(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, R,  (r2)) & \ 
    @torus(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, R, -(r1)) 
#define ChopLowerHalf  @plane(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1) 
#define CylindricalTaperMZ(r, z, th) \ 
    @cone(0, 0, (z) + (r) / tan(th), 0, 0, -1, (th)) 
 
// 
// ***** Sensor Definition ***** 
// 
// PARAMETERS TO DEFINE ANALYZER 
#define Title                "GATELEF1" 
#define ShellBiasDistance        0. 
#define DeflectionAngle            55. 
#define DeflectionAngle2        11. 
#define AccSlitAngle2            11. 
// CONDITIONS 
#define    SensorHighestEdge                 25. 
#define    SensorLowestEdge                 -50. 
#define    SensorMaxRadius                     20. 
 
#define ExitRadius                        13.33 
#define    DeltaRadius                        6.67 
#define    ExitSlitWidth                    1. 
#define    ExitSlitWidth1                    2. 
#define    ExitSlitWidth2                    0.1 
#define    InnerShellThickness                2. 
 
#define ExitSlitWidthIN                    0. 
 
#define Slit2Volt                    -500. 
#define Slit3Volt                    -500. 
 
#define CollimatorGap                    6.67 
#define LowerCollimatorThickness         3.5 
#define CollimatorRadius                 22. 
 
#define    Gap_Shell_ExitSlit                0. 
 
#define    ExitSlit_Thickness                1.5 
#define    Gap_ExitSlit_Slit2                3.8 
#define    Gap_ExitSlit_Slit3                4.8 
#define    Slit2_Thickness                    1.5 
#define    Slit3_Thickness                    2.5 
#define    Gap_Slit2_Gate                    0. 
//moves stuff ddown gap slit2 gate 
#define    Gate_Thickness                    0. 
#define    Gap_Gate_AccSlit                4. 
#define    AccSlit_Thickness                1 
 
@display "TITLE = ",            Title 
//@display "BIAS DISTANCE = ",    ShellBiasDistance 
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//@display "DEFLECTION ANGLE = ", DeflectionAngle, " + ", DeflectionAngle2 
//@display "COLLIMATOR GAP = ",   CollimatorGap 
 
 
// PARAMETERS DERIVED 
#define OuterShellRadius (ExitRadius - ShellBiasDistance + DeltaRadius/2.) 
#define InnerShellRadius (ExitRadius - ShellBiasDistance - DeltaRadius/2.) 
 
#define CollimatorLowerHeight (OuterShellRadius*sin(DeflectionAngle*DEG)) 
#define CollimatorUpperHeight (CollimatorLowerHeight+CollimatorGap) 
 
#define    s1    (sin(DeflectionAngle2 * DEG)) 
#define    c1    (cos(DeflectionAngle2 * DEG)) 
 
#define    OuterShell_L_R        (OuterShellRadius * c1) 
#define    OuterShell_L_Z        (- OuterShellRadius * s1) 
#define    InnerShell_L_R        (InnerShellRadius * c1) 
#define    InnerShell_L_Z        (- InnerShellRadius * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_In_ShellR    (InnerShell_L_R + ExitSlitWidthIN * c1 ) 
#define    ExitSlit_In_ShellZ    (InnerShell_L_Z - ExitSlitWidthIN * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_Out_ShellR    (InnerShell_L_R + ExitSlitWidth * c1 ) 
#define    ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ    (InnerShell_L_Z - ExitSlitWidth * s1 ) 
 
#define    ExitSlit_U_dR        (Gap_Shell_ExitSlit * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_U_dZ        (Gap_Shell_ExitSlit * c1) 
#define    ExitSlit_L_dR        (ExitSlit_U_dR + ExitSlit_Thickness * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_L_dZ        (ExitSlit_U_dZ + ExitSlit_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    Slit2_U_dR        (ExitSlit_L_dR ) 
#define    Slit2_U_dZ        (ExitSlit_L_dZ ) 
#define    Slit2_L_dR        (Slit2_U_dR + Slit2_Thickness * s1) 
#define    Slit2_L_dZ        (Slit2_U_dZ + Slit2_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    ExitSlit_In_ShellR1    (InnerShell_L_R - ExitSlitWidth1 *0.5* c1) 
#define    ExitSlit_In_ShellZ1    (InnerShell_L_Z + ExitSlitWidth1 *0.5* s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_Out_ShellR1    (InnerShell_L_R + ExitSlitWidth1 * c1 ) 
#define    ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1    (InnerShell_L_Z - ExitSlitWidth1 * s1 ) 
 
#define    ExitSlit_U_dR1        (Gap_Shell_ExitSlit * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_U_dZ1        (Gap_Shell_ExitSlit * c1) 
#define    ExitSlit_L_dR1        (ExitSlit_U_dR1 + ExitSlit_Thickness * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_L_dZ1        (ExitSlit_U_dZ1 + ExitSlit_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    Slit2_U_dR1        (ExitSlit_L_dR1 + Gap_ExitSlit_Slit2 * s1) 
#define    Slit2_U_dZ1        (ExitSlit_L_dZ1 + Gap_ExitSlit_Slit2 * c1) 
#define    Slit2_L_dR1        (Slit2_U_dR1 + Slit2_Thickness * s1) 
#define    Slit2_L_dZ1        (Slit2_U_dZ1 + Slit2_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    ExitSlit_In_ShellR2    (InnerShell_L_R - ExitSlitWidth1 *0.5 * c1) 
#define    ExitSlit_In_ShellZ2    (InnerShell_L_Z + ExitSlitWidth1 *0.5* s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_Out_ShellR2    (InnerShell_L_R + ExitSlitWidth1 * c1 ) 
#define    ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ2    (InnerShell_L_Z - ExitSlitWidth1 * s1 ) 
 
#define    ExitSlit_U_dR2        (Gap_Shell_ExitSlit * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_U_dZ2        (Gap_Shell_ExitSlit * c1) 
#define    ExitSlit_L_dR2        (ExitSlit_U_dR2 + ExitSlit_Thickness * s1) 
#define    ExitSlit_L_dZ2        (ExitSlit_U_dZ2 + ExitSlit_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    Slit3_U_dR1        (ExitSlit_L_dR2 + Gap_ExitSlit_Slit3 * s1) 
#define    Slit3_U_dZ1        (ExitSlit_L_dZ2 + Gap_ExitSlit_Slit3 * c1) 
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#define    Slit3_L_dR1        (Slit3_U_dR1 + Slit3_Thickness * s1) 
#define    Slit3_L_dZ1        (Slit3_U_dZ1 + Slit3_Thickness * c1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#define    Gate_U_dR        (Slit2_L_dR + Gap_Slit2_Gate * s1) 
#define    Gate_U_dZ        (Slit2_L_dZ + Gap_Slit2_Gate * c1) 
#define    Gate_L_dR        (Gate_U_dR + Gate_Thickness * s1) 
#define    Gate_L_dZ        (Gate_U_dZ + Gate_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    AccSlit_U_dR    (Gate_L_dR + Gap_Gate_AccSlit * s1) 
#define    AccSlit_U_dZ    (Gate_L_dZ + Gap_Gate_AccSlit * c1) 
#define    AccSlit_L_dR    (AccSlit_U_dR + AccSlit_Thickness * s1) 
#define    AccSlit_L_dZ    (AccSlit_U_dZ + AccSlit_Thickness * c1) 
 
#define    MCPAsm_OutR        (ExitSlit_In_ShellR - AccSlit_L_dR - 4.) 
#define    MCPAsm_InR        (MCPAsm_OutR - 6.) 
#define MCPAsm_L_Z        (ExitSlit_In_ShellZ - AccSlit_L_dZ - 1.) 
#define    MCP_OutR        7. 
#define    MCPin_Z            (MCPAsm_L_Z+3.5) 
#define    MCP_T            1. 
#define    MCP_MeshT        0.2 
 
#define    LEF_Ring_dR 1. 
#define    LEF_Ring_dZ 2.642 
#define    LEF_Gap_dZ    0.4 
#define    LEF_baseR    (ExitSlit_Out_ShellR +6.) 
#define    LEF_baseZ    (ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - AccSlit_L_dZ -1.) 
 
#define MCPInputDepth    (ExitSlitInnerDepth - ExitSlitInnerThickness - 1.) 
#define MCPInput_TransparentThickness    0.05 
#define    MCPOuterRadius        7. 
 
 
@title Title 
 
// 
// lower collimator plate (added in S04) 
// 
@volume(OuterShellID, @solid, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
        PipeCenteredZ(CollimatorRadius, 
                  ShellBiasDistance+OuterShellRadius*cos(DeflectionAngle*DEG), 
                      CollimatorLowerHeight, 
                      CollimatorLowerHeight + LowerCollimatorThickness) 
} 
 
// 
// upper collimator plate 
// 
@volume(UpperCollimatorID, @solid, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    DiskCenteredZ(CollimatorRadius, CollimatorUpperHeight, SensorHighestEdge) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, CollimatorUpperHeight + 2., 0, 0, +1) 
} 
 
// 
// --- Outer sphere electrode --- 
// 
@volume(OuterShellID, @solid, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
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    @torus(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, ShellBiasDistance, -OuterShellRadius) 
    & 
    @torus(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, ShellBiasDistance, OuterShellRadius + 2.) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, CollimatorLowerHeight, 0, 0, +1) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, OuterShell_L_Z - ExitSlit_U_dZ, 0, 0, -1) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, OuterShell_L_Z, 0, 0, 1, SensorMaxRadius) 
} 
 
// 
// --- Inner sphere electrode --- 
// 
@volume(InnerShellID, @solid, InnerShellVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    @torus(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, ShellBiasDistance, InnerShellRadius) 
    & 
    @torus(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, ShellBiasDistance,  
                 - (InnerShellRadius - InnerShellThickness)) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ(0., 0., (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG) 
//    & 
//    @plane(0, 0, InnerShellRadius * sin(DeflectionAngle*DEG), 0, 0, +1) 
} 
 
 
// 
// --- Exit Slit 1 
// 
@volume(ExitSlit1ID, @solid, InnerShellVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - ExitSlit_U_dR, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_U_dZ, 
        (180. - (45. - DeflectionAngle2)) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - ExitSlit_U_dR, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_U_dZ, 
        (90. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - ExitSlit_L_dR, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 
        (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 0, 0, 1, 
                     OuterShell_L_R) 
} 
@volume(ExitSlit1ID, @solid, InnerShellVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_In_ShellR - ExitSlit_U_dR, 
        ExitSlit_In_ShellZ - ExitSlit_U_dZ, 
        (45. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - ExitSlit_U_dR, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_U_dZ, 
        (90. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
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        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - ExitSlit_L_dR, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 
        (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 0, 0, 1, - MCPAsm_OutR) 
} 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// --- Exit Slit 1 (outside) 
// 
@volume(ENVELOPEID, @solid, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        OuterShell_L_R, 
        OuterShell_L_Z, 
        (90. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - ExitSlit_L_dR, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 
        (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 0, 0, 1, 
                     - OuterShell_L_R) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - ExitSlit_L_dZ, 0, 0, 1, 
                    SensorMaxRadius - 1.)  
} 
 
 
// 
// Slit2 
// 
 
@volume(Slit2ID, @solid, AccVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR1 - Slit2_U_dR1, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1 - Slit2_U_dZ1, 
        (180. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR1 - Slit2_U_dR1, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1 - Slit2_U_dZ1, 
        (90. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR1 - Slit2_L_dR1, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1 - Slit2_L_dZ1, 
        (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1 + Slit2_L_dZ1, 0, 0, 1,  
                                                SensorMaxRadius - 1.) 
} 
@volume(Slit2ID, @solid, AccVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_In_ShellR1 - Slit2_U_dR1, 
        ExitSlit_In_ShellZ1 - Slit2_U_dZ1, 
        (DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR1 - Slit2_U_dR1, 
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        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1 - Slit2_U_dZ1, 
        (90. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR1 - Slit2_L_dR1, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ1 - Slit2_L_dZ1, 
        (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, ExitSlit_In_ShellZ - Slit2_L_dZ1, 0, 0, 1, - MCPAsm_OutR) 
}// 
// Acceleration slit 
// 
@volume(FoilID, @transparent, AccVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - AccSlit_U_dR+6, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - AccSlit_U_dZ, 
        (DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperMZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - AccSlit_U_dR+6, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - AccSlit_U_dZ, 
        (90. - DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
    & 
    CylindricalTaperZ( 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellR - AccSlit_L_dR+6, 
        ExitSlit_Out_ShellZ - AccSlit_L_dZ, 
        (90. + DeflectionAngle2) * DEG ) 
} 
 
// 
// MCP 
 
@volume(MCPID, @solid, AccVolt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    @cylinder(0, 0, MCPin_Z-2, 0, 0, 1, MCP_OutR) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, MCPin_Z + MCP_T-2, 0, 0, 1) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, MCPin_Z-2, 0, 0, -1) 
} 
// 
// Sensor outer envelope 
// 
@volume(ENVELOPEID, @solid, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    @cylinder(0, 0, SensorLowestEdge, 0, 0, 1, SensorMaxRadius) 
    & 
    @cylinder(0, 0, SensorLowestEdge, 0, 0, 1, -(SensorMaxRadius - 2.)) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, - SensorMaxRadius * s1/c1 - ExitSlit_U_dZ, 0, 0, 1) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, SensorLowestEdge, 0, 0, -1) 
} 
@volume(ENVELOPEID, @solid, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    @cylinder(0, 0, SensorLowestEdge, 0, 0, 1, SensorMaxRadius) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, SensorLowestEdge + 1., 0, 0, 1) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, SensorLowestEdge, 0, 0, -1) 
} 
// 
// LEF Rings 
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// 
#define    LEFRing(ID, Volt, UZ, T) \ 
    @volume(ID, @solid, Volt, 0, 0, 0, 0) { \ 
        @cylinder(0, 0, UZ, 0, 0, -1, - LEF_baseR) & \ 
        @cylinder(0, 0, UZ, 0, 0, -1, LEF_baseR + LEF_Ring_dR) & \ 
        @plane(0, 0, UZ, 0, 0, 1) & \ 
        @plane(0, 0, UZ - T , 0, 0, -1) \ 
    } 
 
 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt1, LEF_baseZ, LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt2, LEF_baseZ - (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt3, LEF_baseZ - 2 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt4, LEF_baseZ - 3 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt5, LEF_baseZ - 4 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt6, LEF_baseZ - 5 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt7, LEF_baseZ - 6 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt8, LEF_baseZ - 7 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt9, LEF_baseZ - 8 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt10, LEF_baseZ - 9 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt11, LEF_baseZ - 10 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
LEFRing(LEFRingID, LEFRingVolt12, LEF_baseZ - 11 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                 LEF_Ring_dZ) 
@volume(LEFBID, @solid, LEFRingVoltLast, 0, 0, 0, 0) { 
    @cylinder(0, 0, LEF_baseZ - 12 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 
                0, 0, -1, LEF_baseR + LEF_Ring_dR) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, LEF_baseZ - 12 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ), 0, 0, 1) 
    & 
    @plane(0, 0, LEF_baseZ - 12 * (LEF_Ring_dZ + LEF_Gap_dZ) - LEF_Ring_dZ, 
                 0, 0, -1) 
} 
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7.3 Matlab Code 
%% IONDESIGN 
% Outputs Graphs for ION mass spectrometer Designs from -Io to Iacc  
clear all;  
help IONDESIGN;  
warning('off','all'); 
% Clear memory and print header % 
  
%Kvalues 
K1=7*10^6; 
K2=8*10^6; 
K3=9*10^6; 
K4=12*10^6; 
Re1=0.018; 
%Dz focusing of ions 
%removed faktor 10 on Io aka. 0.009=>0.0009 
%inserted sv instead of faktor 10 
%changed r to 0.025 which changes 0.0009 to 0.00015625 
%changed 0.00015625 to radius variabel 
Iacc=[1000:50:4000]; 
Dz1=sqrt(2)*(sqrt((2*Iacc/K1)+(100/K1))-sqrt((2*Iacc/K1))); 
Dz2=sqrt(2)*(sqrt((2*Iacc/K2)+(100/K2))-sqrt((2*Iacc/K2))); 
Dz3=sqrt(2)*(sqrt((2*Iacc/K3)+(100/K3))-sqrt((2*Iacc/K3))); 
Dz4=sqrt(2)*(sqrt((2*Iacc/K4)+(100/K4))-sqrt((2*Iacc/K4))); 
  
%error to length 
%removed faktor 10 on Io aka. 0.009=>0.0009 
%inserted sv instead of faktor 10 
%changed 0.00015625 to radius variabel 
L1=(sqrt((4*Iacc/K1))); 
L2=(sqrt((4*Iacc/K2))); 
L3=(sqrt((4*Iacc/K3))); 
L4=(sqrt((4*Iacc/K4))); 
DL1=Dz1./(sqrt((4*Iacc/K1))); 
DL2=Dz2./(sqrt((4*Iacc/K2))); 
DL3=Dz3./(sqrt((4*Iacc/K3))); 
DL4=Dz4./(sqrt((4*Iacc/K4))); 
  
%Potential curve 
%removed faktor 10 on Io aka. (10*(K1/4)*0.06^2)=> ((K1/4)*0.06^2) 
%inserted sv instead of faktor 10 
  
%changed r to 0.025 becuase of tophat 
%changed r to radius variabel 
Z1=[0:0.001:L1(length(L1))]; 
Z2=[0:0.001:L2(length(L2))]; 
Z3=[0:0.001:L3(length(L3))]; 
Z4=[0:0.001:L4(length(L4))]; 
istep=0; 
istep2=0; 
istep3=0; 
istep4=0; 
r=[0:0.0001:Re1]; 
VP1=zeros(length(Z1),length(r)); 
VP2=zeros(length(Z2),length(r)); 
VP3=zeros(length(Z3),length(r)); 
VP4=zeros(length(Z4),length(r)); 
 while istep<length(Z1); 
VP1(istep+1,1:length(r))=((K1/4).*(-r.^2+Re1^2))-
(Iacc(length(Iacc)))+(K1/2).*Z1(istep+1).^2; 
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istep=istep+1; 
 end 
 while istep2<length(Z2); 
VP2(istep2+1,1:length(r))=((K2/4).*(-r.^2+Re1^2))-
(Iacc(length(Iacc)))+(K2/2).*Z2(istep2+1).^2; 
istep2=istep2+1; 
 end 
 while istep3<length(Z3); 
VP3(istep3+1,1:length(r))=((K3/4).*(-r.^2+Re1^2))-
(Iacc(length(Iacc)))+(K3/2).*Z3(istep3+1).^2; 
istep3=istep3+1; 
 end 
 while istep4<length(Z4); 
VP4(istep4+1,1:length(r))=((K4/4).*(-r.^2+Re1^2))-
(Iacc(length(Iacc)))+(K4/2).*Z4(istep4+1).^2; 
istep4=istep4+1; 
 end 
  
 %TOF for element 
p=1.6726216*10^-27; 
n=1.6749272*10^-27; 
e=9.1093819*10^-31; 
q=1.60217646*10^-19; 
  
H1=pi*sqrt((p/(q*K1))); 
H2=pi*sqrt((p/(q*K2))); 
H3=pi*sqrt((p/(q*K3))); 
H4=pi*sqrt((p/(q*K4))); 
  
N4=pi*sqrt((((p*7)+(8*n)+(6*e))/(q*K4))) 
  
OP1=pi*sqrt((((p*8)+(8*n)+(7*e))/(q*K1))); 
OP2=pi*sqrt((((p*8)+(8*n)+(7*e))/(q*K2))); 
OP3=pi*sqrt((((p*8)+(8*n)+(7*e))/(q*K3))); 
OP4=pi*sqrt((((p*8)+(8*n)+(7*e))/(q*K4))) 
  
    figure(1);  
    clf; % Clear figure window #1 and bring it forward  
    hold on; 
    plot(V,GeoF,'r'); 
    %hold on, subplot(2,1,1), plot(V,GeoF,'r'); 
    %hold on, subplot(2,1,1), plot(V,GEOF,'g'); 
    %hold on, subplot(2,1,2), plot(Phi.*180./pi,GeoF,'b'); 
    hold off; 
    str111=sprintf('V=%f, to V=%f',V(1), V(length(V))); 
    %subplot(2,1,1), title({'Geometric Faktor to Voltage'; str111}), 
xlabel('Voltage'), ylabel('Geometric Faktor cm^2 str ev/ev'), 
    str112=sprintf('V=%f, to V=%f',V(1), V(length(V))); 
    %subplot(2,1,2), title({'Geometric Faktor to Opening angle'; 
str112}), xlabel('Angle in degrees'), ylabel('Geometric Faktor cm^2 str 
ev/ev'), 
    title({'Geometric Faktor to Voltage'; str111}), xlabel('Voltage'), 
ylabel('Geometric Faktor cm^2 str ev/ev'); 
     
    figure(2);  
    clf; % Clear figure window #1 and bring it forward  
    hold on; 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,1), plot(Iacc,Dz1,'r'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,1), plot(Iacc,Dz2,'b'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,1), plot(Iacc,Dz3,'g'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,1), plot(Iacc,Dz4,'m'); 
    hold off; 
    %subplot(2,3,1),axis([Iacc(1) Iacc(length(Iacc)) 0 0.1]); 
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    subplot(2,3,1),xlabel('Accelerating Voltage ');  
    subplot(2,3,1),ylabel('Difference in Depth');  
    subplot(2,3,1),title('Focusing of Particles'); 
     
    hold on; 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,3), plot(L1,Iacc,'r'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,3), plot(L2,Iacc,'b'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,3), plot(L3,Iacc,'g'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,3), plot(L4,Iacc,'m'); 
    hold off; 
    %subplot(2,3,3),axis([0 0.07 Iacc(1) Iacc(length(Iacc))]); 
    subplot(2,3,3),xlabel('Length');  
    subplot(2,3,3),ylabel('Accelerating Voltage ');  
    subplot(2,3,3),title('Accelerating voltage to Penetration depth'); 
    hold on; 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,2), plot(L1,DL1,'r'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,2), plot(L2,DL2,'b'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,2), plot(L3,DL3,'g'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,2), plot(L4,DL4,'m'); 
    hold off 
    subplot(2,3,2), xlabel('Length ');  
    subplot(2,3,2), ylabel('Error to length');  
    subplot(2,3,2), title('Error to length'); 
    subplot(2,3,2), axis([0.01 0.05 0.15 0.4]); 
   
    hold on 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([H1, H1],[0 1],'r'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([H2, H2],[0 1],'b'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([H3, H3],[0 1],'g'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([H4, H4],[0 1],'m'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([N4, N4],[0 1],'m'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([OP1, OP1],[0 1],'r'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([OP2, OP2],[0 1],'b'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([OP3, OP3],[0 1],'g'); 
    hold on, subplot(2,3,4:6), plot([OP4, OP4],[0 1],'m'); 
    hold off 
    subplot(2,3,4:6),xlabel('Time (s)'); 
    subplot(2,3,4:6),ylabel('N/A');  
    subplot(2,3,4:6),title('Time of flight for Hydrogen & Oxygen'); 
    
subplot(2,3,4:6),legend('K=1*10^6','K=1.2*10^6','K=1.4*10^6','K=1.6*10^6'
); 
    subplot(2,3,4:6), text(H1, 0.4,'\leftarrow H+','FontSize',11); 
     
    subplot(2,3,4:6), text(OP4, 0.2,'\leftarrow O+','FontSize',11); 
     
    figure(3); 
    clf; 
    hold on; 
    while istep>0; 
    hold on, subplot(2,2,1), plot(r,VP1(istep,1:length(r)),'r'); 
    istep=istep-1; 
    end 
    while istep2>0; 
    hold on, subplot(2,2,2), plot(r,VP2(istep2,1:length(r)),'b'); 
    istep2=istep2-1; 
    end 
    while istep3>0; 
    hold on, subplot(2,2,3), plot(r,VP3(istep3,1:length(r)),'g'); 
    istep3=istep3-1; 
    end 
    while istep4>0; 
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    hold on, subplot(2,2,4), plot(r,VP4(istep4,1:length(r)),'m'); 
    istep4=istep4-1; 
    end 
    hold off; 
    str11=sprintf('Z=%f, to Z=%f',Z1(1), Z1(length(Z1))); 
    str22=sprintf('Z=%f, to Z=%f',Z2(1), Z2(length(Z2))); 
    str33=sprintf('Z=%f, to Z=%f',Z3(1), Z3(length(Z3))); 
    str44=sprintf('Z=%f, to Z=%f',Z4(1), Z4(length(Z4))); 
    str1=sprintf('Vdiff=%f',(VP1(length(Z1),length(r))-
VP1(length(Z1),1))/(VP1(length(Z1),length(r)))); 
    str2=sprintf('Vdiff=%f',(VP2(length(Z2),length(r))-
VP2(length(Z2),1))/(VP2(length(Z2),length(r)))); 
    str3=sprintf('Vdiff=%f',(VP3(length(Z3),length(r))-
VP3(length(Z3),1))/(VP3(length(Z3),length(r)))); 
    str4=sprintf('Vdiff=%f',(VP4(length(Z4),length(r))-
VP4(length(Z4),1))/(VP4(length(Z4),length(r)))); 
    subplot(2,2,1), title({'Potential Curves'; str11;str1}), 
xlabel('Radius (m)'), ylabel('Potential Voltage'), 
    subplot(2,2,2), title({'Potential Curves'; str22;str2}), 
xlabel('Radius (m)'), ylabel('Potential Voltage'), 
    subplot(2,2,3), title({'Potential Curves'; str33;str3}), 
xlabel('Radius (m)'), ylabel('Potential Voltage'), 
    subplot(2,2,4), title({'Potential Curves'; str44;str4}), 
xlabel('Radius (m)'), ylabel('Potential Voltage'), 
     
     
   
     
 


